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Abstract

Advanced thin films for today’s industrial and research needs require highly specialized methodologies for a successful
quantitative characterization. In particular, in the case of multilayer andyor unknown phases a global approach is necessary to
obtain some or all the required information. A full approach has been developed integrating novel texture and residual stress
methodologies with the Rietveld method(Acta Cryst. 22(1967) 151) (for crystal structure analysis) and it has been coupled
with the reflectivity analysis. The complete analysis can be done at once and offers several benefits: the thicknesses obtained
from reflectivity can be used to correct the diffraction spectra, the phase analysis help to identify the layers and to determine the
electron density profile for reflectivity; quantitative texture is needed for quantitative phase and residual stress analyses; crystal
structure determination benefits of the previous. To achieve this result, it was necessary to develop some new methods, especially
for texture and residual stresses. So it was possible to integrate them in the Rietveld, full profile fitting of the patterns. The
measurement of these spectra required a special reflectometerydiffractometer that combines a thin parallel beam(for reflectivity)
and a textureystress goniometer with a curved large position sensitive detector. This new diffractionyreflectivity X-ray machine
has been used to test the combined approach. Several spectra and the reflectivity patterns have been collected at different tilting
angles and processed at once by the special software incorporating the aforementioned methodologies. Some analysis examples
will be given to show the possibilities offered by the method.
� 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Today film technology has greatly improved and from
the technological point of view it is now becoming
strategic to have the potentialities to correctly character-
ize both the research and the consumer production.
Performances and lifetime of these films depend on
several characteristics, from chemical composition, puri-
ty to other physical properties like thicknesses, crystal
structures, microstructure, grain texture and residual
stresses. A complete characterization of a film or mul-
tilayer can be a very demanding task and in some cases
even not possible by the actual standard techniques due
to its complexity. X-Ray diffraction and reflectivity are
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ideal tools to perform the aforementioned analyses and
are normally employed to analyze the physical charac-
teristics of filmsymultilayer. The principal limitation is
that when two characteristics are too strong(like texture
and stress, number of phasesylayers and texture, or
thickness and stresses) the single analysis method fails.
In the present work we are proposing an integrated
methodology based on ad hoc instrumentation and data
collection strategy to overcome most or all of the
previous limitations. Some real analysis examples will
be also reported to show the potentialities of the
approach.

The basic idea is to describe the sample as a set of
physical characteristics and using them to fit a set of
diffraction and reflectivity spectra obtained at different
position of sample inside the instrument goniometer.
The physical properties of the sample(layers thickness-
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es, phase composition, texture, residual stresses, crystal
structure and microstructure) are optimized in a frame-
work derived from the so-called Rietveld methodw1x.

The principal drawback of this integrated analysis is
that it requires a powerful diffraction instrument to
collect all the required spectra in a reasonable time.
Ideally, synchrotron and neutron facilities with spectrom-
eters equipped with large position sensitive, image
plates, CCD or energy dispersive detectors can collect
the necessary data in a very short time. However, we
aim to demonstrate that this kind of analysis is suitable
also in normal laboratories using custom diffractometers
and it can be especially advantageous in the case of thin
film analyses where X-ray diffraction is employed pref-
erentially to neutron diffraction.

2. Theory

The general principles of the Rietveld method are
detailed in some very good Refs.w1,2x. We recall here
just few general ideas. The method is based on the least
squares fitting of a diffraction spectrum. For a spectrum
collected at a specific sample orientation(x,f) the
intensity of the pointi can be computed as
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assuming the presence of a certain number of phases
(N ) and reflections(N ). In a normal Rietveldphases h k l

program, for speed reasons the computation order is not
exactly as in Eq.(1). Every component of Eq.(1) is
expressed in term of optimizable coefficients like atomic
positions, background polynomial coefficients, phase
volume fractions, peak shape parameters, cell parame-
ters, etc. and this allows the parameters to be refined
through a non-linear least squares fitting algorithm.

For the case of a layered sample or thin film, an
additional scaling factor that depends on the phase and
its location inside a layer should be added in Eq.(1)
w3x. Also the absorption factorA must be computed
differently and will contain in addition the layer thick-
ness as a parameter.

The texture of a phase enters explicitly in Eq.(1) as
a factor changing the intensity of different peaks as a
function of their (h k l) miller indices and orientation
angles (x, f). If a sufficient number of spectra at
different tilting angles are collected and analyzed, it
permits in principle to reconstruct by fitting the entire
three-dimensional orientation distribution function
(ODF). The orientation distribution function obtained
can be used to predict and verify anisotropic macro
properties of the sample like elastic modulus, electrical,
magnetic or transport properties, etc.

Two completely different strategies can be used to
describe the ODF. The first and more common one
(even if not the best) is based on the expansion of the
function in spherical harmonicsw4x. The principal prob-
lem of this method arises from the fact that the harmonic
expansion degree is limited by the finite number of
measured points over the pole figure space and by the
presence of possible ghost(artifacts in the ODF). In
practice due to the Friedel law of diffraction and the
harmonic expansion approximation, more solutions are
possible from a given set of data. The implementation
of the spherical harmonic functions into the Rietveld
method is described in detail by Popaw5x.

An alternative method consists of dividing the ODF
in a finite number of regular cellsw6x. The ODF function
is described by a discrete value of the function inside
every cell. The texture factors can be computed inte-
grating along all grains with theh k l reflection plane
perpendicular to the scattering vector. As the function
is described typically by a big number of values, these
cannot be used as least squares parameters to be refined.
The WIMV method of Matthies et al.w6x uses a custom
strategy and iteration algorithm to obtain the best ODF
reproducing the pole figure texture values maximizing
the so-called phon(ODF background or minimum val-
ue) and the texture sharpness. Indeed the classical
WIMV algorithm was optimized for traditional pole
figures analysis where regular coverage in the orientation
angles (x,f) is used. Inside the Rietveld method it
requires two additional steps: one for the extraction of
the pole figures and the second for the interpolation of
these texture weights in a regular gridw7x. This gives
less than optimal results in the case of very sharp
textures or coarse irregular coverage. To overcome this
problem a modified algorithm has been derived from
WIMV. The new method, E-WIMV(Extended WIMV),
can be used with irregular pole figure coverage and
include a smoothing properties based on a similar
concept to the tube projection of the ADC algorithm
w8x. The ODF cell values are computed through an
entropy iteration algorithm that includes the reflections
weights

w
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where M is the number of division points for theh k l

discretization of the integral of all the orientations
around the scattering vector for the pole figureh k l; the
index (i) denotes thei-th iteration andP (g , h ) isi y1( )

h k l m

the calculated pole figure value from iteration(i) for
the reflection of Miller indicesh k l. For more details
the reader may see the Refs.w6,9x. The reflection weight
w is introduced to take into account the differenth k l
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Fig. 1. ESQUI goniometer at the MDM-INFM lab.

accuracy of the more intense less overlapped reflections
respect to the small ones and it is computed in analogy
to the powder pattern point intensity weights or from
the pole figures extraction algorithm.

The peak position of a generich k l reflection is
computed from the d-spacing value according to the
classical Bragg law. The residual stress or strain analysis
starts from the idea that the mean d-space observed by
diffraction can be different along different directions if
residual or applied stressystrain fields are present.

If the sample is also textured the anisotropy of the
elastic modulus may lead to complex nonlinear trends
of the peak position respect to the off-plane tilting angle.
In the Rietveld texture-stress analysis it is quite straight-
forward to model with good approximation such non-
linearities w10x. The problem is how to compute the
strain tensor responsible of the peak shift from the
macro(and micro) residual stress tensor. Several theo-
ries are available for the elastic casew11x, and in the
present formulation we have adopted the BulkPathGEO
method described by Matthies et al.w12x. It makes use
of the same formalism enlightened in the geometrical
mean to compute the aggregate elastic properties for a
textured samplew13x and it proved to be very accurate.
For simplicity we point the reader to the original
treatment of the authors.

Reflectivity has been added to the least squares
Rietveld refinement using the Matrix formalismw14x.
The diffraction spectra and reflectivity pattern can be
refined together enabling the accurate refinement of
small thicknesses and a suitable correction of the dif-
fraction intensities to obtain more reliable texture values
in the global fitting procedure.

All the reported methodologies have been implement-
ed inside the softwareMAUD w15x.

3. Experimental

Three thin film samples have been measured using
three different diffractometers.

The first is a film composed by 400 nm of
Pb Ca TiO (PTCa) deposited by spin coating using0.76 0.24 3

a sol–gel solution over a(1 0 0) Si wafer with a 50-nm
Pt buffer layer. The diffraction measurements were done
at the LPEC laboratory in Le Mans using a closed
Eulerian goniometer equipped with a 1208 position
sensitive detector and a graphite primary monochroma-
tor. Full spectra of 1208 in 2u were collected using a
regular grid of 58=58 in x and f with x from 08 to
508 andf from 08 to 3558. Each spectrum was collected
for 1 min and the Eulerian cradle was set at 16.558 in
v to obtain the more complete pole figure coverage for
the interesting PTCa peaks approximately at 338 in 2u.
The (1 1 1) Pt and(1 1 1) PTCa peaks are completely
overlapped as many other PTCa reflections making it
impossible to obtain a quantitative or even qualitative

texture analysis from this system using traditional pole
figure analysis.

The second sample is a cubic Ca stabilized zirconia
film deposited by magnetron sputtering over a Si wafer
w10x. The sample has been measured using a stress-
texture goniometer equipped with a scintillation detector.
Spectra were collected inu–2u condition from 08 to
508 in x and at only two differentf positions as from
a previous preliminary measurement the qualitative tex-
ture resulted slightly tetragonal but nearly fiber like. As
the detector was a point one, there was the need to
reduce the number of spectra as much as possible and
still the measurement was taking a full week respect to
the day or half day experiments using the position
sensitive detector instruments. The data was analyzed
with MAUD using E-WIMV and the new BulkPathGEO
method described in the theoretical section.

The reflectivity pattern for the third sample, a 20-nm
zirconia film, was collected using the ESQUI instrument
illustrated in Fig. 1w16x. With respect to the Le Mans
instrument, the Eulerian cradle is open and the primary
beam is focused by a multilayer to a parallel very thin
beam allowing the measurement of reflectivity patterns
also. For this kind of measurement two different meas-
urements modes can be used. One using the position
sensitive detector and scanning inu–2u at low angle to
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Fig. 2. Plot of the experimental and recalculated diffraction spectra
for the PTCa film refined using the E-WIMV texture model. See text
for details.

collect off-reflectivity patterns, the second mode is more
classical and is a normalu–2u scan using the point
detector attached near the position sensitive. This second
mode was used for the measurement. Diffraction patterns
were subsequently collected with the sample as mounted
for reflectivity. The intensity diffracted was very low
due to the small thickness of the film, so to reduce the
measurement time to reasonable values, onlyx tilting
were performed spinning the motorf during the meas-
urement to enforce a fiber texture and avoiding collec-
tion of spectra at differentf.

4. Discussion

The experimental spectra of the PTCa film have been
analyzed by the programMAUD w15x in order to test
some of the texture models and the layered approach.
A starting model has been defined using two layers, one
of PTCa over a layer of 50 nm of Pt. To simplify the
analysis the Si wafer has been neglected, and the few
spectra showing a little Si peak(f33.58 in 2u) were
removed from the refinement.

The first texture model used was the harmonic. It
turns out immediately that the texture was sufficiently
sharp to require an expansionLs22. Using triclinic
sample symmetry(equivalent to no symmetry) it
requires the refinement of 1245 parameters only for the
texture of the PTCa. In reality the texture for this sample
is very close to a fiber texture, as it will be confirmed
by the direct texture methods(WIMV, E-WIMV ), so
we imposed fiber symmetry to the sample texture in
both the PTCa and Pt(only for the harmonic). This
reduced the number of coefficients and consequently
parameters in the refinement to a more manageable
number.

Fig. 2 reports the fitting result for the E-WIMV
texture model that was showing the best agreement with
the experimental data. The principal panel shows the
experimental and recalculated spectra using the gray
color for the intensity. Each spectrum correspond to an
ideal horizontal line and from the bottom to nearly half
of the panel are reported the experimental data, then
there is a small horizontal line of a different(but
constant) color that separate the upper part containing
the recalculated spectra. The refinement is good when
the two, upper and lower, half of the map match closely.
The progressive number goes from the first spectrum at
xs08 and fs08 and increases with the anglef until
the nextx. The vertical darker strips correspond to the
peaks of the two phases. The change in color(intensity)
of the strips is due to the strong texture. These vertical
lines are also shifting in 2u and initially this was
attributed to residual stresses, but the shifts are bigger
at low angle than at high angle, contrary to what is
observed for residual stress. In reality the shift is due to
the beam not perfectly centered respect to the Eulerian

cradle but it was modeled successfully in the refinement.
No appreciable residual strain was found.

The reconstructed pole figures for the three texture
methods(harmonic, WIMV and E-WIMV) are reported
in Fig. 3 for the PTCa and in Fig. 4 for the Pt along
with the extracted experimental pole figures. The prob-
lem of the harmonic method is visible there, as we can
recognize the presence of some negative pole densities,
especially for the Pt that shows the stronger texture.
These correspond to negative values in the ODF that is
physically impossible, thus showing a good example of
a ghost problem. The WIMV and E-WIMV methods
instead cannot generate negative points due to their
algorithm structure as proved in Figs. 3 and 4.

The index of the spectra fitting,R , increased a littleWP

from 25% with the harmonic to 25.5% using the WIMV.
This is mainly due to the fact that the WIMV method
is working outside the least squares method and thus
the texture is not highly optimized for the spectra fitting.
The R index dropped down to 19.9% for E-WIMVWP

indicating an even better spectra fitting than the har-
monic thanks to the new algorithm that permits to avoid
the interpolation step required by WIMV. The E-WIMV
in this case gives the best results in term of spectra
fitting and ODF reproduction. But in any case the texture
analysis is quite similar to the WIMV case; only the
ODF results smoother due to the tube projection
adoption.

Both WIMV and E-WIMV confirmed the nearly fiber
texture of the sample and validate the assumption made
for the harmonic analysis. Comparing all the reconstruct-
ed pole figures with the experimental ones(extracted
from the spectra) of Fig. 3d and Fig. 4d we can clearly
see as the harmonic method has more difficulties to
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Fig. 3. Texture pole figures of the PTCa phase obtained by the analysis. Recalculated using(a) the harmonic method, linear scale(cause of the
negative values), (b) WIMV, log scale,(c) E-WIMV, log scale.(d) Extracted experimental pole figures also in log scale, limited in the maximum
x angle due to the experiment. All using equal area projection.

reproduce them correctly and E-WIMV gives the best
results. Table 1 reports the structure refinement results
for the PTCa film confirming that the atomic positions
of the compound were unaltered by the film deposition
and agreed well with the equivalent in composition bulk
compound.

The Ca fully stabilized zirconia film has been ana-
lyzed using both a texture(E-WIMV) and a residual
stress model, as in this case the large shifts in the peaks
position were due to the elastic strain resulting from the
in-plane compressive residual stress. Fig. 5 shows the
experimental and fitted spectra where these shifts are
visible. By a careful check, it is possible to recognize
that the shifts are not following the linear sinw and it2

is due to the strong texture. The BulkPathGEO method
briefly outlined in the theory section was used for the
modeling and was able to reproduce very well the non-
linear trend. From the analysis the residual stress resulted
to be isotropic and compressive in the film plane. The
value refined by the program was indeed quite high and
equal toy3.47(5) GPa. Using a pure Reuss model the
compressive stress was even higher toy3.6 GPa. The

reconstructed pole figures for the zirconia film are
reported in Fig. 6 and shows also in this case a nearly
fiber texture quite common with the magnetron sputter-
ing deposition technique.

For the last sample, the very thin zirconia film, both
the reflectivity as well as some diffraction patterns were
collected. We will analyze here only the result of the
reflectivity measurement as for the diffraction case the
film was too thin and gave only an amorphous like
diffraction spectrum. The fitting result byMAUD is
shown in Fig. 7 along with the electron density profile
in Fig. 8. From the density profile and merging the
simple three-layer model reported in Table 2 we can
compute a total film thickness of 19.6 nm that nearly
correspond to the expected 20 nm from the deposition
process. From the table we may note a high roughness
of the middle zirconia layer. This corresponds to the
small density gradient visible in Fig. 8.

5. Conclusions

We have shown in this work that an integrated
analysis approach can successfully analyze thin films
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Fig. 4. Same pole figures as in Fig. 3 but for the Pt film. Recalculated from(a) harmonic, linear scale,(b) WIMV, (c) E-WIMV, both log scale.
Experimental pole figures in(d), log scale.

Table 1
Structure refinement of the PTCa phase

Composition Pb Ca TiO0.76 0.24 3

Symmetry and space group Tetragonal, P4mm
a (nm) 0.39234(1)
c (nm) 0.40574(1)
Pb, Ca 0, 0, 0
Ti 1y2, 1y2, 0.1919(8)
O 0, 1y2, 0.6137(7)

Cell parameters and fractional atomic positions. Estimated standard
deviations(E.s.d.) in parenthesis corresponding to the last digit.

Fig. 5. Plot of the experimental and reconstructed spectra for the Ca
stabilized zirconia film. The shift of the diffraction lines is due to the
residual stress field. See text for details.

and obtains quantitative results in term of texture,
residual stresses, crystal structure and film structure. The
result was obtained through the implementation of some
new methodologies in a custom software package and a
dedicated custom instrument for diffractionyreflectivity.
Using the instrumentation and methodology here
enlightened researchers can have powerful tools for a
complete characterization of their samples for a corre-
lation with the performance and properties of the films.
The method applies also to multiphaseymultilayered
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Fig. 6. Recalculated pole figures of the Ca–ZrO phase corresponding to the analysis of Fig. 5.2

Fig. 7. Fitting of the reflectivity pattern for the zirconia thin film.
Cross points correspond to experimental intensity. The continuous line
represents the fit and the lower box contains the residual(difference
between experimental and recalculated pattern).

Fig. 8. Critical Q plot (proportional to the square of the electronc

density, see Appendix A) in (e yA ) vs. depth starting from they 3 y1y2˚
surface of the sample. The flat line after 20 nm corresponds to the Si
substrate.

Table 2
Results of reflectivity analysis on the ZrO thin film using the matrix formalism2

Layer Thickness(nm) Q (6(e yA ))y 3
c

˚ Roughness(nm)

Air – 0 –
Cap layer 0.93(2) 0.043(1) 0.33(1)
Zirconia 17.5(2) 0.051(1) 3.5(1)
Intermediate layer 1.21(6) 0.037(3) 0.8(1)
Substrate(Si) – 0.0317 0.5(1)

films where the previous methods fail due to strong
peak overlapping.
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Appendix A:

I calc
i Calculated intensity of the spectrum at the pointi

bkgi Polynomial background for the spectrum at the pointi
I0 Incident beam intensity
L (2u )p i Lorentz-polarization factor at the 2u point i
A (x, f)i Absorption factor at the pointi for a sample orientation

(x, f)
fn Volume fraction of phasen
mk;n Multiplicity of the diffraction planek of phasen
Fk;n Structure factor of the diffraction planek of phasen
S (x)k;n Profile shape function of reflectionk for phasen for a

generic coordinatex
2ui Diffraction angle coordinate of pointi
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2uk;n Diffraction angle of reflectionk for phasen
P (x, f)k;n Texture pole figure factor for reflectionk for phasen

at the sample orientation(x, f)
x, f Azimuthal and polar angles in a polar coordinates
ODF(g) Orientation distribution function in the Euler angles(g)

representation
Qc Critical density,Q s0.037516rc e

re Electron density
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